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Abstract. We address the existing gap between business process models and 
lawful states of business objects. This gap hinders compliance of business 
process models with internally and externally imposed regulations. Existing 
modelling methods such as BPMN and ArchiMate lack an explicitly declarative 
approach for capturing flow of business objects, their states and laws of state 
transitions. Such deficiency can cost organization potential legal problems, make 
the ability of BPMN and ArchiMate to capture real-world phenomena 
questionable and drive modellers to employ additional standards. This paper 
proposes a formalized solution for closing the gap between business process 
models and states of business objects by using BWW model. Our approach 
includes means for explicit definition of states of business objects, automatic 
generation of conceivable state space at a process model design-time, and 
automatic generation of lawful state space and compliance checking at a process 
run-time. 
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1   Introduction 

Business processes are valuable assets of any organization. In organizations business 
process modelling has become a main activity for capturing, analysing, and improving 
business processes. Business process modelling comprises two aspects – the control-
flow perspective and data-flow perspective [1]. Control-flow perspective defines 
possible execution paths of a business process, while data-flow perspective represents 
how business objects are manipulated and change states during a process. Data in 
business process models are usually declared in terms of business objects (physical or 
virtual) and usually there are prescribed allowed states of business objects contained in 
internal business policies, external legislative documents, standards, reference models, 
and other regulations. Nowadays there is an increased pressure on organizations to 
guarantee compliance of their business processes with various regulatory and 
legislative requirements, other externally imposed constraints, and internal business 
policies [2]. For an organization engaged in business process modelling this might 
mean that (1) activities in business process models have to be associated with business 
objects representing inputs or outputs, (2) it has to be possible to represent a state of a 
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business object at a given point of time, (3) it has to be possible to associate allowed 
state transitions with a business process model, and (4) it has to be possible to detect if 
a state of a business object is compliant with allowed state transitions. In this paper we 
are not talking about the soundness of the process – correctness criteria that a process 
model has to fulfil, e.g., deadlock or livelock patterns.  

Compliance can be checked during or after the execution of the business process, 
called compliance by detection,  or compliance can be checked while modelling the 
business process, called compliance by design [3]. In this paper we address the issue of 
compliance between business process models and lawful state space of business 
objects. In our solution we intend to apply compliance by detection method to check 
during the execution of the business process if states of business objects are compliant 
with the lawful state space. However, we also intend to generate a space of conceivable 
states for business objects at a design-time of business process.  

We motivate our research with the following: compliance between business process 
models and lawful state space of business objects (1) ensures that organization will not 
violate laws and there will be no potential legal problems for the organization, and (2) 
ensures consistency in collaborative business processes and customer satisfaction. A 
number of studies exist that show the importance of addressing data and states of data 
in business process models – e.g., in [4] authors indicate the importance of data-driven 
process structures in large engineering processes such as assembling of a car or an 
airplane, and according to [5] in order to achieve safe execution of a process model it 
must be ensured that every time a task attempts to access a data object, the data object 
is in a certain expected data state (legal state). And since not all possible transitions of 
states are meaningful, restrictions on object state transitions are also required. In this 
paper we intentionally use the term “business objects” and not “data objects”, since 
active structure elements are also capable of assuming a state which can be illegal and 
should be also monitored. 

Nowadays organizations employ industry modelling standards like BPMN [6] and 
ArchiMate [7] to understand and improve business processes. Business Process Model 
and Notation (BPMN) [6] is the de-facto standard for representing in a very expressive 
graphical way the processes occurring in virtually every kind of organizations [8]. 
However, BPMN has its limitations when it comes to modelling other aspects of 
organizations such as organizational structure and roles, functional breakdowns, data, 
strategy, business rules and technical systems [9]. Information about Enterprise 
Architecture (EA) is needed to create real-world business process models. To provide a 
uniform representation for diagrams that describe EA, ArchiMate modelling language 
has been developed [7]. The core of ArchiMate language consists of three main types 
of elements: active structure elements, behaviour elements, and passive structure 
elements (objects) [7]. Some tools like ARIS [10] and QPR [11] allow linking BPMN 
and ArchiMate models in their modelling environments. Linkage between BPMN 
models and ArchiMate models provides possibilities to complement BPMN models 
with enterprise aspects and ArchiMate models with detailed process descriptions. In 
this paper we particularly address linked BPMN and ArchiMate models, which we, for 
simplicity reasons, call business process models. 

The previous research has shown (see [12], [13] and [14]) that BPMN and 
ArchiMate lack in ability to describe flow of business objects in business process 
models and explicitly declare states of business objects imposed by regulations. This 
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gap hinders compliance of business process models with external and internal 
regulations. 

Wand and Weber [15] built a set of models for the evaluation of modelling 
techniques based on an upper ontology defined by Bunge [16]. They extended Bunge’s 
ontology and applied it to the modelling of information systems (BWW model) [15].  
BWW model consists of constructs present in the real world that must be represented 
in information systems. BWW model allows straightforwardly addressing: (1) states of 
things, (2) lawful state space and lawful event space of things, (3) conceivable state 
space and conceivable event space of things, (4) state law that restricts values of the 
properties of things to a lawful subset, and (5) lawful transformations that define which 
events in things are lawful. To be able to control whether an unlawful event has 
occurred in a business process, or a business object has assumed an unlawful state, it is 
necessary: (1) to provide means explicitly defining states of business objects in 
business process models (2) to generate lawful and conceivable states spaces for 
business process models, and (3) to check compliance of business process models with 
generated lawful state spaces at a run-time.   

This paper presents an on-going research which aims to provide a solution and a 
prototype of a tool for supporting explicit declaration of lawful states and compliance 
checking between business process models and lawful state space of business objects. 
For a theoretical foundation purpose we propose to use BWW model [15], since BWW 
model complements BPMN and ArchiMate for what they are lacking – explicit 
representation of business objects, their states, and state transition laws. 

Research presented in [17] describes how BPMN and ArchiMate support BWW 
model. There are 6 BWW model elements that are not supported by these modelling 
languages, namely, State Law (SL), Conceivable State Space (CSS), Lawful State 
Space (LSS), History (H), Conceivable Event Space (CES), and Lawful Event Space 
(LES): or a tuple {SL, CSS, LSS, H, CES, LES}. These six elements are to be taken 
into consideration to define a complete, lawful, and consistent description of business 
processes. Our work focuses on the use of BWW elements {SL, CSS, LSS, H, CES, 
LES} in designing compliant with the states of business objects business process 
models. However, we are aware that the subject of compliance is broader than 
concerns of business object states. 

The main contribution of this paper resides in that we use BWW model – a system’s 
model with a proven research record – to supplement BPMN and ArchiMate models 
with explicit declarations of object states, state laws and conceivable and lawful state 
spaces in order to support organizations in achieving compliance with regulations.  

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 the related work is outlined. In 
Section 3 a running example that we use throughout the paper is described. Section 4 
contains formalization of BWW elements {SL, CSS, LSS, H, CES, LES} using a set 
theory. In Section 5 existing gaps and the proposed solution is discussed. Brief 
conclusions and future work are presented in Section 6. 

2   Related Works 

The lack of consistent theoretical foundation for building information systems urged 
Wand and Weber [15] to build a set of models for the evaluation of modelling 
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techniques. Wand and Weber have extended the ontology presented by Mario Bunge 
[16] and developed a formal foundation called BWW model for modelling information 
systems [15]. Elements in BWW model (in the text shown in italics) can be organized 
in the following groups (adapted from [17]): 
1. Thing – including Properties, Classes and Kinds of Things. Thing is an elementary 

unit in BWW. Things possess Properties, which defines States of a Thing. Things 
can belong to Classes or Kinds depending on a number of common Properties. A 
Thing can act on another Thing if its existence affects the History of the other 
Thing. Things are coupled if one Thing acts on another. 

2. State of Thing – Properties of Things define their States. State Law restricts Values 
of Properties of Things. Conceivable State Space is a set of all States a Thing can 
assume. Lawful State Space defines States that comply with State Law. Stable State 
is a State in which Thing or a System will remain unless forced to change by Thing 
in the System Environment. Unstable State is State that will be changed into 
another State by the Transformations in the System. History is the chronologically-
ordered States of Thing. 

3. Transformation – transformation between States of Things. Transformation is a 
mapping from one State to another. Lawful Transformation defines which Events in 
Thing are lawful.  

4. Event – is a change in State of Thing. Conceivable Event Space is a set of all Events 
that can occur to Thing. Lawful Event Space is a set of all Events that are lawful to 
Thing. Events can be Internal Events and External Events. Events can be Well-
Defined – Event in which the subsequent State can be predicted – or Poorly-
Defined Event in which the subsequent State cannot be predicted. 

5. System – a set of coupled Things. System Composition is Things in the System. 
System Environment is Things outside the System interacting with the System. 
System Structure is a set of couplings that exist among Things. Subsystem is System 
whose composition and structure is a subset of the composition and structure of 
another System.  System Decomposition is a set of Subsystems. Level Structure is an 
alignment of the subsystems. 
The authors of [5] propose a notion of “weak conformance” which checks 

conformance of a process model with respect to data objects. This notion can be used 
to tell whether in every execution of a process model each time a task needs to access a 
data object in a particular state, it is ensured that the data object is in the expected state 
or can reach the expected state and, hence, the process model can achieve its goals. In 
[18] authors identify that consistency between business process models and object life 
cycle is required, however, their relation is not well understood. Authors clarify this 
relation and propose an approach to establish the required consistency by explicitly 
defining object states in business process models and then generating life cycles for 
each object type in the process. The authors of [18] indicate that object life cycle 
modelling is valuable at the business level. However, we propose to consider states of 
objects also at the application and technology levels of enterprise architecture since 
objects can be hidden and specified in sub-process structures at different levels of an 
enterprise. The authors of [19] use object life cycle as a common means for explicitly 
modelling allowed state transitions of an object during its existence and propose a 
technique for generating a compliant business process model from a set of given 
reference object life cycles.  
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The notion of a “legal state” is also mentioned in [20] where authors indicate that 
the representation of legal states in a model of a trade procedure is essential because 
organizations should be able to derive their obligations, rights, and duties at each point 
during the execution of the trade procedure and propose to annotate the states in Petri 
nets. In [2] authors investigate the use of temporal deontic assignments on activities as 
a means to declaratively capture the control-flow semantics that reside in business 
regulations and business policies. In object-oriented paradigm, state machines are 
extensively used for representation of states of objects [21]. In [22] the authors propose 
logic based formalism for describing the semantics of business contracts and the 
semantics of compliance checking procedures and close the gap between business 
processes and business contracts. In [3] the author focuses on compliance by design 
and extends artifact-centric approach to model compliance rules using Petri nets and 
show how compliant business processes can be synthesized automatically from the 
point of view of the involved business objects. 

Since we address the importance of explicitly representing business objects and 
their states in business process models, our approach is also related to case handling 
[23] – a relatively new paradigm that, unlike workflow management, is strongly based 
on data. In our approach we generate a lawful state space using a conceivable state 
space based on a particular business process scenario (case). 

The objective of this paper differs from the related work in that it uses BWW model 
as a theoretical foundation for generating conceivable and lawful state spaces from a 
business process model and applies it to nowadays de-facto modelling methods BPMN 
and ArchiMate. 

3   Example: Electronic Submission 

Throughout this paper we are using a simple electronic submission example at a 
university in which a researcher uploads his publication to university repository and 
can choose an option to publish her work as Open Access publication (see Figure 1). 
Researchers must choose a licence under which they wish to publish their publication – 
a version of the full text of the work which the publisher permits to archive in the 
institutional repository. The possible versions of the publication’s full texts are: pre-
print, post-print or published version. Uploaded publication can assume several states 
based on the set of its properties, e.g., lawful state will be when a version of a 
publication’s full text is the pre-print and publisher has permitted archiving this 
publication. Lawful event will be allowing showing a full text of this publication 
publicly. Unlawful event will be when a publisher has not allowed archiving but a full 
text is made available publicly. 
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Fig. 1. BPMN 2.0 model of the electronic submission business process. 

4   Formalization of BWW Model    

In this section we propose formal definitions of BWW model elements based on 
informal description of BWW model presented in [12]. 

Definition 1: Thing. A Thing is the elementary unit in the BWW ontological model. 
The real world is made up of Things. Things possess Properties. 
A Thing is a tuple:  

T = {P, SL, CSS, LSS, H, LT, CES, LES}, where: 
• P is a set of Properties of a Thing 
• SL is a State Law of a Thing 
• CSS is a Conceivable State Space of a Thing 
• LSS is a Lawful State Space of a Thing 
• H is a History of a Thing 
• LT is Lawful Transformation of a Thing 
• CES is a Conceivable Event Space of a Thing 
• LES is a Lawful Event Space of a Thing 

Example. In the running example presented in Section 3 Thing is a Publication 
submitted by a Researcher.  

Definition 2: Property. A Property is modelled via a function that maps the Thing 
into some value. 
Property is a tuple: 
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P = {a, t}, where: 
• a is an Attribute of a Property 
• t is a Property type, namely, in general, in particular, hereditary, emergent, 

intrinsic. 
Property is described as a function that maps a Thing from a set of Properties Px to Py: 

(f : Px → Py). 
Example. In the running example presented in Section 3 Publication is assumed to 
have the following Properties (due to limitation of space we present only a subset of 
all possible properties): 

• P1={Title, In General}. 
• P2={Status, In General} – differs from the notion State (although names can 

be identical). Values of “Status” can be “Registered, “Confirmed”, 
“Cancelled”. 

• P3={Open Access Mark, In General} – represents whether a Researcher has 
chosen the option to archive Publication as Open Access. 

• P4={CC Licence, In General} – represent chosen CC License, possible values: 
“CC BY”, “CC BY-SA”, “CC BY-ND”. 

• P5={Version of the Full Text, In General} – can have values “pre-print” 
“post-print”, or “publisher's version/PDF”. 

• P6={Publisher Policy, In General} – can have values “Green” (can archive 
pre-print and post-print or publisher's version/PDF), “Yellow” (can archive 
pre-print), “White” (archiving not formally supported). 

Definition 3: State. The vector of values for all Property functions of a Thing. 
Let’s assume that there is Publication X, then a State for a Publication X at a given 
point of time can be defined as  

Sxi = {ID, {P 1, P2,...Pi, Pi+1,...Pn}}, where: 
• ID is a name that identifies the State 
• {P1, P2,...Pi, Pi+1,...Pn} is the vector of values for all Property functions 

Example. State for a Publication X from the running example: 

SPx = {Confirmed, {Title X, Confirmed, Yes, CC BY, Pre-Print, Yellow}} 

Definition 4: Conceivable State Space. The set of all States that the Thing might 
ever assume.  

CSS = {S, T}, where: 
• S is a set of finite conceivable States  
• T is a Transformation that is a mapping function, e.g., from State X to State 

Y: (ft: Sx→Sy) – it is an association to a particular activity in the business 
process model. 

Example. For any uploaded Publication X from our running example: 

CSSP = {{Registered, Add Publication}, {Open Access, Choose OA Option}, {Not 
Open Access, Archive Internally}, {CC Licence Chosen, Choose CC Licence}, {Full 
Text Version Chosen, Choose Full Text Version}, {Publication Confirmed, Confirm 
OA Archiving}, {Publication Cancelled, Cancel OA Archiving}} 

Definition 5: State Law. A State Law restricts the values of the Properties of a 
Thing to a subset that is deemed lawful. 
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SL = {Plaw}, where: 
Plaw are Properties of a Thing that are lawful and is a subset of Properties of a Thing: 

Plaw ⊑ P 
Example. In the electronic submission example a State “Full Text Available Publicly” 
is lawful only in case when Properties of Publication are, .e.g.: 

• P1={Title=“Title X”, In General} 
• P2={Status= “Confirmed”, In General} 
• P3={Open Access Mark= “Yes”, In General} 
• P4={CC Licence=“CC BY”, In General} 
• P5={Version of the Full Text= “Pre-Print”, In General} 
• P6={Publisher Policy = “Yellow”, In General} 

Definition 6: Lawful State Space. The set of States of a Thing that comply with 
State Laws of the Thing. 

LSS = {S, SL} where: 
• S is a set of finite lawful States  
• SL is a State Law – set of Properties that are lawful for a Thing in this 

particular state 
Example. Let’s assume that a Researcher has uploaded a particular Publication X, 
then: 

LSSPx = {{Registered, {Title X, Registered}}, {Open Access, {Title X, Registered, 
Yes}}, {CC Licence Chosen, {Title X, Registered, Yes, CC BY}}, {Full Text Version 
Chosen, {Title X, Registered, Yes, CC BY, Pre-Print, Yellow}}, {Publication 
Confirmed, {Title X, Confirmed, Yes, CC BY, Pre-Print, Yellow }} 

Definition 7: History. The chronologically ordered states that a Thing traverses in 
time. 

H = {ss, si, …, sn,… se}, where: 
• ss is a start State 
• si  and sn are chronologically next States in time 
• se is an end State 

Example. History of States in the running example for a Publication X: 

HPx = {Registered, Open Access, CC Licence Chosen, Full Text Version Chosen, 
Confirmed} 

Definition 8: Lawful Transformation. Defines which Events in a Thing are lawful. 
Event is a change in a State of a Thing. 

LT = {E l, SC, CA}, where: 
• El is a set of Events that are lawful in a Thing, it can be defined as a subset of 

all Events: El ⊑ E  
• SC is a set of Stability Conditions that specify the States that are lawful under 

Lawful Transformation 
• CA is a set of Corrective Actions that specify how the values of the Property 

functions must change to provide a State acceptable under transformation law.  
CA={(f:Px→Py)} 

Example.  In the running example LT for a Publication X in a State “Registered”: 
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LTPx={{E 1={Registered→Open Access}, SCE1 ={Registered, Open Access}, CA E1 

={{Title X, Registered}→{Title X, Registered, Yes}}}, {E2={Registered→Not Open 
Access}, SCE1 ={Registered, Not Open Access}, CA E1 ={{Title X, 
Registered}→{Title X, Registered, No}}}} 

Definition 9: Conceivable Event Space. The set of all possible Events that can 
occur in the Thing. 

CES = {E, T}, where: 
• E is a set of all Events that can occur in a Thing  
• T is a Transformation that is a mapping function, e.g., from State X to State 

Y: (ft: Sx→Sy) 
Example. In the running example CES for Publication X: 

CESPx ={{E 1{Registered→Open Access}, E2{Registered→Not Open Access}, 
E3{Open Access→CC Licence Chosen}, E4{CC Licence Chosen→Full Text Version 
Chosen}, E5{Full Text Version Chosen→Publication Confirmed}, E6{Full Text 
Version Chosen→Publication Cancelled} 

Definition 10: Lawful Event Space. The set of all Events in a Thing that are lawful. 
LES = {El, LT} where: 

• E is a set of lawful Events  
• LT is a Lawful Transformation 

Example. In the running example LES for Publication X: 

LESPx={E1{Registered→Open Access}, E2{Open Access→CC Licence Chosen}, 
E3{CC Licence Chosen→Full Text Version Chosen}, E4{Full Text Version 
Chosen→Publication Confirmed}}. 

The applications of above-presented formalizations will be shown in Section 5. 

5   Existing Gaps and Proposed Solution 

This paper continues the research presented in [14] and [13] where the evaluation of 
BPMN and ArchiMate against  BWW was presented. Based on the results presented in 
previous works, we can conclude that BWW model defines a set of elements that are 
supported by BPMN and ArchiMate modelling language as well as a set of elements 
that are not supported by these modelling languages. Majority of BPMN and 
ArchiMate core elements can be mapped to BWW constructs. However, it is necessary 
to supplement BPMN and ArchiMate modelling languages with the missing elements 
in order to be able to maintain a set of lawful object states in business process models.  

Because in BPMN and ArchiMate there is no explicit representation for object’s 
State, Conceivable State Space, Lawful State Space, State Law, Conceivable Event 
Space, Lawful Event Space, and History – resulting BPMN and ArchiMate models may 
be irrelevant and modellers may need to incorporate additional modelling techniques to 
overcome these defects. It may be impossible to detect from BPMN and ArchiMate 
models which events and states should be expected to occur and which events and 
states can occur but are illegal. Another important aspect is lacking of element History, 
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which chronologically describes state changes of business objects. This deficiency can 
lead to problems regarding maintaining system’s log and recovery. 

These gaps hinder lawfulness of business process models, because lawful states of 
business objects are not explicitly depicted in business process models, models might 
contain meaningless states and events, since a set of conceivable states and events are 
not depicted, and, as a result, business process models do not represent real-world 
processes and can lead to business process incompliance with regulations. Also, since 
BPMN proclaims to be directly executable, omitting states and state transition laws 
may hinder correct automated execution.  

Using BWW model will potentially support creating business process models 
compliant with regulations, since missing BWW elements are addressed. Our approach 
intends to achieve the following: 

− Explicitly defining Properties of business objects in business process models 
using formal definition described in Section 4 and indicating whether business 
object is an input or output parameter of an activity. 

− Explicitly defining States of business objects in business process models using 
formal definition described in Section 4. 

− At business process design-time we intend to generate automatically State Law, 
Conceivable State Space and Conceivable Event Space directed graphs based 
on formal definitions presented in Section 4 and explicitly defined Properties 
and States of business objects. 

− We intend to check compliance of business process with lawful states of 
business objects at a run-time. At business process run-time based on a 
particular process scenario or case, we intend to generate automatically Lawful 
State Space, History, and Lawful Event Space directed graphs. 

− We intend to use rules for object life cycle generation presented in [18] for 
automatically generating conceivable and lawful state spaces. Rules for object 
life cycle generation presented in [18] are based on patterns that are matched in 
the business process model and used to create object life cycle with state 
transitions from initial state to possible end states. 

The proposed solution for maintaining lawful states of business objects in business 
process models requires a repository-based modelling tool that accommodates BPMN, 
ArchiMate and BWW.  

For the running example of electronic submission of a research paper to a university 
repository Figure 2 depicts Conceivable State Space and Lawful State Space graphs for 
a Publication X. We would like to indicate that Publication is not the only business 
object in this example – also “Notification from Publisher” is a business object, CC 
licence, etc., but due to limited space we do not add analysis of other business objects. 
Conceivable State Space and Lawful State Space graphs were created using formalisms 
defined in Section 4: 
1. LSS was created using formal definition LSS = {S, SL} – which represents a 
sequence of Lawful States and what are Properties of Thing for the lawful states: 
LSSPx = {{Registered, {Title X, Registered}}, {Open Access, {Title X, Registered, Yes}}, 
{CC Licence Chosen, {Title X, Registered, Yes, CC BY}}, {Full Text Version Chosen, 
{Title X, Registered, Yes, CC BY, Pre-Print, Yellow}}, {Publication Confirmed, Title X, 
Confirmed, Yes, CC BY, Pre-Print, Yellow}}. 
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2. CSS was created using formal definition CSS = {S, T} – which represents all 
possible sequences of states for Publication: 
CSSP = {{Registered, Add Publication}, {Open Access, Choose OA Option}, {Not 
Open Access, Archive Internally}, {CC Licence Chosen, Choose CC Licence}, {Full 
Text Version Chosen, Choose Full Text Version}, {Publication Confirmed, Confirm OA 
Archiving}, {Publication Cancelled, Cancel OA Archiving}}. 

 

Fig. 2.  Conceivable and lawful state spaces for a publication in electronic submission 
example. 

6   Conclusions 

Compliance between business process models and object state spaces are especially 
required in data-driven processes – in any process model that is based on data and 
manipulates with business objects. This paper presents an on-going research towards 
supporting compliance between business process models and lawful state space of 
business objects. BWW model is used as the foundation, since it allows 
straightforwardly addressing the lawful and conceivable state spaces of business 
objects. BPMN and ArchiMate modelling languages do not have elements that support 
explicit declaration of object states, including State Law, Conceivable State Space, 
Lawful State Space, History, Conceivable Event Space, and Lawful Event Space. The 
main contribution of this paper is a formalized solution for providing compliance 
between business process models and lawful states of business objects that has a 
capacity to support organizations in ensuring compliance between business process 
models and regulations.  

With regards to tool support further research involves implementation of modelling 
environment capable of maintaining state spaces of business objects. 
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